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Abstract 
Social communication includes significantly extended collection of achievable connections, authorizes to 

give out communication. It is associated in way of user reducing supervision with misinterpretation added assortment 

and processing of information was carried out in institutional seclusion. Information to information space was included 

by persons who are in communication by others and construct in altered interactive behavior. To provide a range of 

confidentiality rationalization referring to knowledge individually towards securing people confidentiality, privacy 

enhancing knowledge is used.  

In this paper we study about social network theory and privacy challenges which affects a secure range of 

communication among users in social ecosystems. 
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1. Introduction 

In recent years online social networking has moved from niche phenomenon to mass adoption. 

The rapid increase in participation in very recent years has been accompanied by a progressive 

diversification and sophistication of purposes and usage patterns across a multitude of different sites. In 

particular, discusses issues of trust and intimacy in online networking; focus on participants’ strategic 

representation of their selves to others; and focus on harvesting online social network profiles to obtain a 

distributed recommender system. In this paper, we focus on patterns of personal information revelation and 

privacy implications associated with online networking. Not only are the participation rates to online social 

networking staggering among certain demographics; so, also, are the amount and type of information 

participants freely reveal.  

Social ecosystems refer to the collection of rich datasets of user-to-user interactions in support of 

social applications. This data is collected from Internet-mediated social interactions (such as declared 

relationships in online social networks or tagging/contributing content in user-generated content platforms), 

from public profiles (to infer homophily relationships), and from phone-recorded real life interactions (such 

as collocation sensing and activity identification). Social ecosystems have enabled a large set of social 

applications, such as recommender systems, email filtering, defending against Sybils and against large-
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scale data crawls. The novel scenarios activated by social ecosystems, however, raise serious concerns 

regarding user privacy. User privacy in online activities is already a hot issue due to lack of formal framing. 

The primary aspect of social ecosystems, that of aggregating data from various sources to provide it 

(possibly processed) to a diversity of applications, significantly amplify the privacy concern. First, 

aggregated data from different contexts of activity presents a more complete and possibly uncomfortable 

picture of a person’s life. Second, data is to be exposed to a variety of applications, themselves from 

different contexts of activity, from personal to professional. Numerous solutions addressed privacy in social 

ecosystems, typically in the context of a particular system, or for particular application scenarios. Little 

addressed, however, is the setting of a default privacy policy that protects the user and, at the same time, 

allows the user to benefit from application functionality. While users are invited to change the default 

privacy settings, in reality very few do it. For example, more than 99% Twitter users retained the default 

privacy setting where their name, list of followers, location, website, and biographical information are 

visible. Other studies show that the majority of Facebook users have default or permissive privacy settings. 

More worrisome, when the default settings are not matched with user preferences, they almost always tend 

to be more open, exposing the content to more users than expected. Users’ unwillingness to change the 

default policy is sometimes aggravated by the complexity of the process; default privacy controls are too 

cumbersome to properly understand and use. The privacy challenge is fundamentally due to the lack of a 

universal framework that establishes what is right and wrong. Nissenbaum proposed such a framework in 

her formulation of privacy as contextual integrity. To the best of our knowledge, one line of work 

approaches privacy as contextual integrity by proposing a formal language for expressing generic privacy 

expectations. This work extends our previous efforts with a refined data model, the implementation of the 

prototype and experimental evaluation. 

 

 
 

Fig 1: A Partial Definition of Social Ecosystems 

 

A social ecosystem, which combine users’ social information from diverse sources and 

incorporates richer semantics, pose a daunting task in terms of privacy enforcement. It has to exercise a 

more complex representation of users’ social world, ranging from object-centric domains to people-centric 

domains. Privacy-preserving default policy generation in such a complex system could be leveraged by 

contextual integrity, a social theory-based account of privacy proposed by Nissenbaum. Instead of defining 

the term “privacy”, Nissenbaum proposes a reasoning framework for privacy as contextual integrity, where 

privacy is seen as neither a right to secrecy nor a right to control, but a right to an appropriate flow of 

information about an individual (referred to as “personal information”).  
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2. Related Work 

Social networking site is a Web site that mainly acts as a hub for persons to establish relations 

with other persons. It is the networking of communications which bond the people cooperatively and 

comprise the flow of information connecting people, business connections. Initially online social networks 

have acquired significance further than the social, as a spot intended for citizens to challenge their 

declaration institutions. Social privacy relates to the issues that users elevate and to the harms that they 

practice when technically mediated communications disturb social limits. Various research studies illustrate 

that online social network users struggle with a variety of issues such as dented reputations, interpersonal 

variances, redundant contacts and context collision,. The problems of surveillance, social privacy, and 

institutional privacy finish up being treated as if they were autonomous phenomenon. 

Users have reasonable expectations of privacy in Online Social Networks (OSNs)? Media reports, 

regulators and researchers have replied to this question affirmatively. Even in the “transparent” world 

created by Facebook, twitters etc. expectations that may be violated , researches the computer science 

tackle many problems arise in OSN that includes software tools and design principle to address OSN 

privacy issues. This solution is developed with the specific type of user, use and privacy problem in mind 

we now have a broad spectrum of approaches to tackle the complex privacy problems of OSNs. As a result, 

the vastness and diversity of the field remains mostly inaccessible to outsiders, and at times even to 

researchers within computer science who are specialized in a specific privacy problem. Hence, one of the 

objectives of this paper is to put these approaches to privacy in OSNs into perspective. Three types of 

privacy problem has been distinguished that researchers in computer science will tackle the first approach 

addresses the “surveillance problem” that arises when the personal information and social interactions of 

OSN users are leveraged by governments and service providers The second approach addresses those 

problems that emerge through the necessary renegotiation of boundaries as social interactions get mediated 

by OSN services, in short called “social privacy” The third approach addresses problems related to users 

losing control and oversight over the collection and processing of their information in OSNs, also known as 

“institutional privacy”. The Social Software Weblog now groups hundreds of social networking sites in 

nine categories, including business, common interests, dating, face-to- face facilitation, friends, pets, and 

photos. While boundaries are blurred, most online networking sites share a core of features: through the site 

an individual offers a “profile” - a representation of their selves (and, often, of their own social networks) - 

to others to peruse, with the intention of contacting or being contacted by others, to meet new friends or 

dates (Friendster, Orkut), find new jobs (LinkedIn5), receive or provide recommendations (Tribe), and 

much more. It is not unusual for successful social networking sites to experience periods of viral growth 

with participation expanding at rates topping 20% a month. Liu and Maes estimated  that “well over a 

million self-descriptive personal profiles are available across different web-based social networks” in the 

United States, and Leonard, already in 2004, reported in that world-wide “[s]even million people have 

accounts on Friendster. [...] Two million are registered to MySpace. A whopping 16 million are supposed 

to have registered on Tickle for a chance to take a personality test.” The success of these sites has attracted 

the attention of the media and researchers. The latter have often built upon the existing literature on social 

network theory to discuss its online incarnations. 

Online social networks (OSNs) are immensely popular, with some claiming over 200 million 

users. Users share private content, such as personal information or photographs, using OSN applications. 

Users must trust the OSN service to protect personal information even as the OSN provider benefits from 

examining and sharing that information. We present Persona, an OSN where users dictate who may access 

their information. Persona hides user data with attribute-based encryption (ABE), allowing users to apply 

fine-grained policies over who may view their data.  

 

3. Social Network Theory and Privacy 

 
The relation between privacy and a person’s social network is multi-faceted. In certain occasions 

we want information about ourselves to be known only by a small circle of close friends, and not by 

strangers. In other instances, we are willing to reveal personal information to anonymous strangers, but not 

to those who know us better. Social network theorists have discussed the relevance of relations of different 

depth and strength in a person’s social network and the importance of so-called weak ties in the flow of 

information across different nodes in a network. Network theory has also been used to explore how distant 
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nodes can get interconnected through relatively few random ties. The privacy relevance of these arguments 

has recently been highlighted by Strahilevitz .  

However, the application of social network theory to the study of information revelation (and, 

implicitly, privacy choices) in online social networks highlights significant differences between the offline 

and the online scenarios. First, offline social networks are made of ties that can only be loosely categorized 

as weak or strong ties, but in reality are extremely diverse in terms of how close and intimate a subject 

perceives a relation to be. Online social networks, on the other side, often reduce these nuanced 

connections to simplistic binary relations: “Friend or not” . Observing online social networks, Danah Boyd 

notes that “there is no way to determine what metric was used or what the role or weight of the relationship 

is. While some people are willing to indicate anyone as Friends, and others stick to a conservative 

definition, most users tend to list anyone who they know and do not actively dislike. This often means that 

people are indicated as Friends even though the user does not particularly know or trust the person” . 

Second, while the number of strong ties that a person may maintain on a social networking site may not be 

significantly increased by online networking technology, Donath and Boyd note that “the number of weak 

ties one can form and maintain may be able to increase substantially, because the type of communication 

that can be done more cheaply and easily with new technology is well suited for these ties”. 

Third, while an offline social network may include up to a dozen of intimate or significant ties and 

1000 to 1700 “acquaintances” or “interactions”, an online social networks can list hundreds of direct 

“friends” and include hundreds of thousands of additional friends within just three degrees of separation 

from a subject. This implies online social networks are both vaster and have more weaker ties, on average, 

than offline social networks.  

In other words, thousands of users may be classified as friends of friends of an individual and 

become able to access her personal information, while, at the same time, the threshold to qualify as friend 

on somebody’s network is low. This may make the online social network only an imaginary (or, to borrow 

Anderson’s terminology, an imagined) community. Hence, trust in and within online social networks may 

be assigned differently and have a different meaning than in their offline counterparts. Online social 

networks are also more levelled, in that the same information is provided to larger amounts of friends 

connected to the subject through ties of different strength. And here lies a paradox. While privacy may be 

considered conducive to and necessary for intimacy, trust may decrease within an online social network. At 

the same time, a new form of intimacy becomes widespread: the sharing of personal information with large 

and potential unknown numbers of friends and strangers altogether. The ability to meaningfully interact 

with others is mildly augmented, while the ability of others to access the person is significantly enlarged. It 

remains to be investigated how similar or different are the mental models people apply to personal 

information revelation within a traditional network of friends compared to those that are applied in an 

online network. 

3.1 Privacy Implications 

Privacy implications associated with online social networking depend on the level of 

identifiability of the information provided, its possible recipients, and its possible uses. Even social 

networking websites that do not openly expose their users’ identities may provide enough information to 

identify the profile’s owner. This may happen, for example, through face re-identification. Since users 

often re-use the same or similar photos across different sites, an identified face can be used to identify a 

pseudonym profile with the same or similar face on another site. Similar re-identifications are possible 

through demographic data, but also through category-based representations of interests that reveal unique 

or rare overlaps of hobbies or tastes. We note that information revelation can work in two ways: by 

allowing another party to identify a pseudonymous profile through previous knowledge of a subject’s 

characteristics or traits; or by allowing another party to infer previously unknown characteristics or traits 

about a subject identified on a certain site.  

To whom may identifiable information be made available? First of all, of course, the hosting site, 

that may use and extend the information (both knowingly and unknowingly revealed by the participant) in 

different ways (below we discuss extracts from the privacy policy of a social networking site that are 

relevant to this discussion). Obviously, the information is available within the network itself, whose 

extension in time (that is, data durability) and space (that is, membership extension) may not be fully 

known or knowable by the participant. Finally, the easiness of joining and extending one’s network, and the 

lack of basic security measures (such as SSL logins) at most networking sites make it easy for third parties 
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(from hackers to government agencies) to access participants data without the site’s direct collaboration 

(already in 2003, LiveJournal used to receive at least five reports of ID hijacking per day,). 

How can that information be used? It depends on the information actually provided - which may, 

in certain cases, be very extensive and intimate. Risks range from identity theft to online and physical 

stalking; from embarrassment to price discrimination and blackmailing. Yet, there are some who believe 

that social networking sites can also offer the solution to online privacy problems. Different factors are 

likely to drive information revelation in online social networks. The list includes signalling, because the 

perceived benefit of selectively revealing data to strangers may appear larger than the perceived costs of 

possible privacy invasions; peer pressure and herding behavior; relaxed attitudes towards (or lack of 

interest in) personal privacy; incomplete information (about the possible privacy implications of 

information revelation); faith in the networking service or trust in its members; myopic evaluation of 

privacy risks; or also the service’s own user interface, that may drive the unchallenged acceptance of 

permeable default privacy settings. We do not attempt to ascertain the relative impact of different drivers in 

this paper. However, in the following sections we present data on actual behavioral patterns of information 

revelation and inferred privacy attitudes in a college-targeted networking site. This investigation offers a 

starting point for subsequent analysis of the motivations behind observed behaviors. 

 

3.2 Data Visibility and Privacy Preferences 

 
For any user of the Facebook, other users fall into four different categories: friends, friends of 

friends, non-friend users at the same institution and non-friend users at a different institution. By default, 

everyone on the Facebook appears in searches of everyone else, independent of the searchers institutional 

affiliation. In search results the users’ full names (partial searches for e.g. first names are possible) appear 

along with the profile image, the academic institution that the user is attending, and the users’ status there. 

The Facebook reinforces this default settings by labeling it “recommended” on the privacy preference page. 

Also by default the full profile  is visible to everyone else at the same institution. Prior research in HCI has 

shown that users tend to not change default settings. This makes the choice of default settings by website 

operators very important. On the other hand, the site provides users a very granular and relatively 

sophisticated interface to control the search ability and visibility of their profiles. Undergrad users, for 

example, can make their profiles searchable only to other undergrad users, or only users who are friends, or 

users who are friends of friends, or users at the same institution - or combinations of the above constraints. 

In addition, visibility of the entire profile can be similarly controlled. Granular control on contact 

information is also provided. 

Sociological theories of privacy have noted how an individual may selectively disclose personal 

information to others in order to establish different degrees of trust and intimacy with them. In light of 

these theories, we tested how much CMU Facebook users take advantage of the ability the site provides to 

manage their presentation of selves. By creating accounts at different institutions, and by using accounts 

with varying degree of interconnectedness with the rest of the CMU network, we were able to infer how 

individual users within the CMU network were selecting their own privacy preference. 

 

• Profile Searchability 

• Profile Visibility 

• Facebook Data Access 

 

Additional personal data - such as political and sexual orientation, residence address, telephone number, 

class schedule, etc. - are made available by the majority of users to anybody else at the same institution, 

leaving such data accessible to any subject able to obtain even temporary control of an institution’s single 

email address. 

 

4. Challenges in Social Networks 

 
Social networks and multimedia content involvement Web sites have become more and more 

popular and mainly focusing on building online communities of individuals who share interests and 

activities, or are paying attention in investigating the interests and activities of others. When the efficiency 

and accomplish of the Internet was specified, and the track evidence of surveillant grouping some privacy 
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researchers believe that it may possibly not be enough to rely exclusively on the legal method to look after 

their citizens. As a consequence recommend solutions that contradict such surveillant assemblages all the 

way through an additional type of code such as software itself and this are one of the anchor points for one 

set of technological privacy solutions which are known as privacy enhancing technologies. Technologies of 

Privacy enhancing frequently used to explain a broad range of privacy explanations; refer to technologies 

specially intended to defend citizen online privacy in the direction of overbearing conditions and 

collaborating service providers. Privacy problems were differentiated into three types in computer science 

undertakes and the initial approach addresses the problem of surveillance that happens when the personal 

data and social connections of online social network users are leveraged by means of providers of 

governments. By online social network services, briefly known as social privacy, the second approach 

tackles those problems that come into view through the essential renegotiation of limits as social 

interactions get reconciled. In online social networks known as institutional privacy, the third approach 

tackles efforts related to users losing control and misunderstanding over the assortment and processing of 

their information. In online social networks with the intention of focusing on additional solvable queries, 

these approaches abstract away several complexity of company. Online social networks have acquired 

significance further than the social, as a spot intended for citizens to challenge their declaration institutions. 

To check and interfere in the lives of their citizens those similar institutions will effort to instrumentalist 

online social networks. Intended for democratic liberation and state institutions’ the citizens’ use of online 

social networks response to check and manipulate those citizens. In the context of online social networks 

they provide a very classical description of privacy applicable such as: privacy as a right that citizens can 

appeal to defend themselves from an imperious surveillant condition. 

4.1 Information Flow in Network Systems 

Social networks can maintain the bond and holds the different parts of the association together by 

personal relationships. Associations may be based on confidence relations for supervision and directions, 

other may be a freely association based on a general awareness, and finally may be dedicated to entirely 

socializing with associates within the workplace, may be based on the responsibilities of present job. 

Surveillance problems, social privacy, and institutional privacy finish up being treated as if they were 

autonomous phenomenon. Surveillance problems are not autonomous of social privacy. Social practices in 

online social networks may possibly have consequences for the efficiency of measures of intrusive 

surveillance. Towards the implementation of their rights and essential freedoms governments also 

recognized that these novel services of internet-based could connect a public. These actions spoke much 

reality to theories of social media as a dynamic force of supporting and social change. Social privacy 

relates to the issues that users elevate and to the harms that they practice when technically mediated 

Communications disturb social limits. Online social network users struggle with a variety of issues such as 

dented reputations, interpersonal variances and redundant contacts. Transparency and sharing is entrenched 

into design of online social networks plays a significant role in the means information flows in networked 

systems. These new flows of information may possibly challenge the spatial and temporal statements that 

physical world communication relies. Established boundaries that motivate social connections may 

possibly be disrupted even as new ones may possibly come into being. Besides self and others, these may 

possibly be boundaries among the private and the public, the near and the remote, directness and proximity. 

The framing of techno deterministic of social media, and more particularly of online social networks, 

attracted an assortment of instructive checks of the events. 

 

4.2 Privacy Risk 
 

Measuring privacy risk in online social networks is a challenging task. One of the fundamental 

difficulties is quantifying the amount of information revealed unintentionally. We present PrivAware, a tool 

to detect and report unintended information loss in online social networks. Our goal is to provide a 

rudimentary framework to identify privacy risk and provide solutions to reduce information loss. The first 

instance of the software is focused on information loss attributed to social circles. In subsequent releases 

we intend to incorporate additional capabilities to capture ancillary threat models. From our initial results, 

we quantify the privacy risk attributed to friend relationships in Facebook. We show that for each user in 

our study a majority of their personal attributes can be derived from social contacts. Moreover, we present 

results denoting the number of friends contributing to a correctly inferred attribute. We also provide similar 
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results for different demographics of users. The intent of PrivAware is to not only report information loss 

but to recommend user actions to mitigate privacy risk. The actions provide users with the steps necessary 

to improve their overall privacy measurement. One obvious, but not ideal, solution is to remove risky 

friends. Another approach is to group risky friends and apply access controls to the group to limit visibility. 

In summary, our goal is to provide a unique tool to quantify information loss and provide features to reduce 

privacy risk. 

 

5. Conclusions 

 
In the present days, social networking websites includes greatly extended the range of possible 

communications, permits us to distribute messages, pictures, and files. The online social networks are 

mostly helpful, and maintain social relationships mutually online and offline, while the users are using 

them their information may be available to the people who want to make a mess of it. Privacy enhancing 

technologies frequently used to explain a broad range of privacy explanations specially intended to defend 

citizens’ online privacy in the direction of overbearing conditions and collaborating service providers.  

Measuring privacy risk in online social networks is an important task. Millions of users are 

contributing large amounts of information to their social graphs. Information exposed unintentionally can 

have serious consequences. To complicate matters, many users are unfamiliar with the underlying privacy 

risks associated with social networks. Our long term goal is to provide a system that measures multiple 

threat models and provides users with the guidance to reduce those privacy risks. 
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